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About This Game

Platform Golf is a 2D physics based arcady golf game.
It features a variety of levels with unique designs.

Life is like Platform Golf...

Sometimes you have to try a few times to reach your goal
Sometimes you take a breath to make a long shot

Sometimes time is of the essence and you have to make haste!
And sometimes you take a big leap of faith

Often the use of tactics can be helpful to get out of a tricky situation
Letting yourself fall can also be of use

And at some point you may take a step back for this one perfect shot
So you will break through in the end

How all these come together you can find out through the gameplay
So don’t hesitate and start playing one of many challenging Levels!
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- It is a relaxing golf game
- Hit the ball, reach the goal

- 50 levels to solve.
- 20 achievements to earn

"Delightful gameplay, simple but pleasant graphics. Great for a 40 minute coffee break ;)"
"i played the demo and it really is a fun simple game for relaxing. it is perfect on the train or with multitasking parallel to

movies or TV series"
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Title: Platform Golf
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Patrick Hofmann
Publisher:
Bytecrunch
Release Date: 2 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64Bit

Processor: Intel® Pentium® N3520 2.17 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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Aiming, running, the whole thing. Just bad. Idea is probably the ONLY thing that is good. Guns, people killing people. Yeah,
that idea. That is all. The game is crap. Almost no players.. I picked this up on a whim when the Lunar Pack was on sale, and
I've been very pleasantly surprised and pleased with the game. It's a nice little platform-puzzler, especially for the Lunar pack
price.

Enjoyable if:

-You like games with very little guidance--there's no tutorial and there are no hints or clues.
-You like games with an atmospheric story rather than a written or spoken dialogue (there are only a few symbols, no text, as far
as I've played)
-You like games where you can find your own way
-You like pixel art.

If, on the other hand, you prefer games with lots of hints, levels, and a clear game trajectory, this is probably not a game you'll
enjoy.

Small drawbacks: There's no way (that I've discovered) to restart the game if you get stuck in certain areas of the game, other
than quitting and restarting the game. This is only a real problem at the beginning, though, before discovering moves like the
double jump. As progress in the game is saved, this is only a minor annoyance. Also, occasionally the various filters are a bit
much.

Overall: 8\/10. Lame. Took like 15 minutes and so predictable. Like bad D&D. Got it in a bundle for pennies and still feel like I
was robbed, which seems ironically appropriate.. Great addition for solo skirmish and multiplayer challenge. very active
developement, looking forward to seeing where it goes!. I'm definitely out of the target age bracket for this, but I can still
appreciate it for what it is. The graphics were definitely a good idea as, even though they look dated, the black and white
simplified style makes sure they still work perfectly and look decent on modern systems. Therefore, this is a great game for
kids. It is a point-and-click adventure, but without the puzzles, inventory, or other higher-level things you are likely used to in
such games. Rather, it's all about just clicking things to see what they do, with fun things like typewriters, painting easels,
telephones, and other things included that you can click on and play with. For myself, the initial amusement faded rather
quickly, as I want more out of a game, but I still recommend it for those that don't need more than that, because it is well made
and would no doubt be entertaining for a long while for the right players. Really, it's more than worth it as a bonus game in the
bundle.. A solid, traditional tower defense game. This is a complete game (no horrible micro-transactions), and it is well made.
Fans of the genre will enjoy the game.. Pros:
- Altera

Cons:
-

10\/10 Good Civilization. I like it. I enjoyed wearing it in snowy areas to fit the theme. Although it's only worth it in a
bundle. Don't bother buying it individually.. I remember buying this. I feel horrible.
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I recently met one of the friends of developers and promised to write a review. However, I realized that I DID already write one.
It's not in english so why bother post the link? Well, here it is just in case someone could actually read it 
(http://www.igrorama.com/2013/01/agricultural-simulator-2011-extended.html)

I do recommend this game and others in the franchise because they are simulations. They make you care about your farm. Focus
is on farming and survival as farmer. It's not game of shiny toys and driving heavy machinery, it's for hardcore virtual farmers.
Period.. This game is so much fun. Can’t believe it is so cheap. Must buy for me.. this is kinda hard. It did not have a lot of
rewarding skill involved. Compared to games like towerfall and duckgame this has very little local multiplayer progression. Also
it lagged quite a bit.. It has multiple endings with old school gameplay. A Great game with replayabilty. 9/10
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